Introduction

There is increasing concern about ecological health and the sustainability of natural ecosystems, especially as they affect human and community health. Scientists, managers, regulators, public policy makers, the public and tribal members are interested in maintaining healthy environments, both for ecosystem protection and for the benefits that they provide. Societies derive goods and services, medicinal products, and religious and cultural benefits from healthy ecosystems. Ecosystems have always faced biological, physical, chemical and radiological stressors, but since the industrial revolution these stressors have increased in magnitude and frequency, with more traditional types of monitoring, agencies should consider recovery indicators or metrics, as well as resiliency metrics. We suggest that one goal of assessment should be to determine if management, remediation, restoration, and mitigation reduce recovery time, thus reducing community vulnerability and enhancing resiliency to environmental stressors and disasters.

Environmental scientists, ecotoxicologists, and ecologists have developed specific indicators to examine the health of different communities, ecosystems, and landscapes [13-18]. At the same time, health professionals and others have developed indicators and biomarkers of human health [8,19]. A range of ecological indicators of ecosystem structure and function (e.g. number of species, population size, number of predators, productivity) was developed for ecosystems [4,16,20], for contaminated ecosystems [11,21-23], for recovering ecosystems [24,25], and for restored ecosystems [26,27]. This led to economic evaluation of the goods and services that ecosystems provide [28-30]. Understanding the specific goods and services that ecosystems provide healthy human communities led to interest in developing indicators of specific goods and services by governmental agencies, Tribal Nations, scientists, conservationists, managers, regulators, and the public [29-32]. Stakeholders should be involved in indicator selection [33], and indicators could be used to monitor global changes [34].

Sustainability can be defined as maintaining ecosystems so that they can continue to provide the goods and services people require for generations to come. Sustainability usually implies ensuring that ecosystems continue to provide these goods and services, but the sustainability and cultural well-being of vulnerable populations is not always considered in environmental assessment. Sustaining biodiversity is widely recognized as desirable, yet preservation of diverse cultures and communities is an important societal value as well. We have previously proposed that indicators can be selected to provide information about ecological health, human health, and the health of diverse cultures (societal/cultural health) [18,35,36]. For example, preserving fish stocks to maintain healthy populations and to ensure continued fisheries is an important societal goal, but preserving fish populations because they also have an important cultural and societal value independent of fisheries is not always considered in indicator selection, particularly for Tribal Nations [37,38]. Scientists often assume that indicators developed for the general population apply to vulnerable populations [39] much the same as some people still assume that indicators of human health are automatically protective of eco-receptors. Protecting humans does not necessarily protect eco-receptors because some species are more sensitive to chemicals or other stressors than are humans [40,41].

Recently severe environmental disasters, such as Hurricane
Katrina along the Gulf coast [42], Superstorm Sandy in the Northeast [43], tornados in the Midwest [44], and long droughts in the west [45] have illustrated the need to develop emergency and disaster planning, recovery, and ways to increase the resiliency of human communities. This paper proposes that environmental managers need to add not only sustainability monitoring to their assessments, but resiliency measures are needed as well. We consider the features that are important for assessment of healthy ecosystems, ecosystem disruptions (natural and anthropogenic), recovery and resiliency, and the effect of ecosystem disruptions on human health. This paper relies on our previous work with monitoring and bio indicators [10,11,18,36,37,46,47] salmon [18,36,48], and stakeholders [33,39,49,50]. It involves a synthesis, amplification, and further development of the types of monitoring that are necessary to address ecological, human, and cultural health and well-being. We illustrate some of these concepts using salmon as a case study [18]. Whole books have been written about ecology [51-54], as well as each of these topics, the intent of this paper is to provide an overview of the need for resiliency assessment as well as traditional assessment protocols, ecological systems, and a basic paradigm for assessment and biomonitoring to assure sustainability and resiliency. 

As used in this paper “resilience” is the ability to prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from, and more successfully adapt to adverse events [55]. Our emphasis on resiliency embodies the following components [56]: 1) ability to mobilize resources for immediate recovery of critical infrastructure, 2) establishment of responsibility for critical decision making before, during, and after events, 3) ongoing assessment of physical, economic, and social vulnerabilities, 4) maintaining a research and evaluation framework for preparedness and recovery. 

Background

Some human communities are changing rapidly, due partly to environmental disasters, such as floods, hurricanes, droughts, partly to economic factors (jobs), and partly to demographic shifts (migration and immigration) [1,43,57-59]. Communities have begun to acknowledge that managing their communities to reduce vulnerability to such storms was an important goal [55]. Disruption of ecological functioning can lead to deterioration of water and air quality, which leads to human health problems, economic instability, and social inequities [76]. Injuries due to storms can be high because of an increase in vulnerability and exposure to coastal flooding [60]. Disasters, such as severe storms, destroy property, threaten human health and the lives of people, strain emergency services and infrastructure, disrupt safety and community operations, and change the structure of coastal ecosystems [57,77-79]. While communication, early warning, and emergency preparedness can help protect communities from the immediate effects of severe coastal storms, long-term resiliency partly depends upon natural and stable ecosystems that serve as a buffer to severe environmental events [80].

Developing indicators of resiliency and recovery will be both time-consuming and costly, but only with such indicators can the efficacy of management be determined.

Personal decisions in the long run about where to live, and, in the short run, about whether or not to evacuate result from the interaction of experience, perceptions of risk, cultural values, reliability of information, and a capacity to act [83]. Therefore, understanding perceptions and valuation of the role of human activities, as well as ecological services are important for future preparedness. Inclusion of stakeholders in decision-making is important to achieve management goals and sustainability [84-87], and to assure “buy-in” for the results of decisions. However, reducing community vulnerability to disasters, and protection of ecological resources, depends upon recognizing the importance of resiliency of both ecological and human communities.

Results

Although ecosystems are rarely completely stable over long periods of time, there are homeostatic functions that allow healthy ecosystems to adapt slowly to climatic and demographic changes. Understanding the physical and biological integrity of ecosystems, and the relationship between health of the ecosystems and perturbations provides an integration of the whole such that both ecosystems and human communities have their needs met without compromising the future needs of either one. Further, unique communities, cultures and values need special protection [39,86,88-90]. There are many books and papers on traditional environmental assessment types [17,24] and fewer on ecological assessment [6,89]. The challenge for the present and future is to develop, innovative, integrative, multi-disciplinary assessment tools that can be used to document, illustrate and communicate progress (or lack of progress) in protecting and restoring environments for the benefit of human quality of life and the integrity of natural ecosystems. This is well-illustrated by the challenges of linking future landuses to post-remediation residual contamination at hazardous waste sites [91], and of enhancing the resiliency of natural and built ecosystems, in the face of the recent increase in frequency and intensity of natural and man-made disasters that are affecting larger and larger areas.
There are several categories of environmental assessment that are essential to evaluate the health and well-being of ecosystems, to manage these systems, and to develop viable, cost-effective and equitable public policies to sustain them. Traditional, single discipline approaches have been developed by physical, geological, meteorological, and biological and public health sciences, non-traditional approaches have added political, sociological, economic and regulatory aspects, and innovative, interdisciplinary approaches have included aspects of environmental justice, sustainability, global change, and resiliency. Sustainability is management of opportunities and resources for future generations, and the ability of ecosystems to continue to provide goods and services for societies [92]. All of these assessments can be used individually, or in combination, depending upon both the objectives and the stressors involved.

The field of environmental assessment has grown and changed over the last several decades from traditional, one discipline approaches (e.g. physical, biological, or public health assessments), through non-traditional assessment paradigms (e.g. political, sociological, economic), to innovative multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary (sustainability, global change, resiliency). The latter is a rather new one that we suggest should be given serious consideration by environmental assessment scientists because it incorporates the principles of physical and biological science with the sociological, economic, political, and cultural needs of communities [93]. Indeed, to truly conduct sustainability or resiliency assessments, all the other types listed in Table 1 are needed; they are components of a more complete assessment.

Given that there is a range of different types of monitoring (with associated indicators), it is important to understand how the different levels of monitoring can be used for different purposes. Table 1 provides examples of types of indicators or biomarkers that can be used for each type of assessment, depending upon whether it is an ecological health assessment, a human health assessment, or one aimed at understanding the efficacy of remediation or restoration. Under most circumstances, agencies or the public have identified a particular assessment need, and can then choose from the available types of assessment, and the question being addressed. This table also illustrates that the same monitoring types can be used for assessing both human and ecological health, and that it can be used to assess management actions. Moving ahead with success we are proposing that there are different types of assessments, some more traditional than others, some physical or biological, some that cross-cut the biological and physical, and some that reflect recovery and resiliency (Figure 1). Human health is subsumed under ecological health, as humans are one eco-receptor among many. We acknowledge, however, that people are more interested in human health generally, than in other eco-receptors. Although Figure 1 is drawn in two dimensions, we can imagine a physical sphere, in which the biological plane fits horizontally, while socio-economic and cultural planes cross cut the sphere. As the sphere changes over time, recovery from disruptions, resiliency, and sustainability are long-term goals. That is managers and public policy makers who will want to consider these long term goals when managing biological, physical, or social systems. Any one, or a combination of the monitoring levels, can be used to assess sustainability of the system, either undisturbed or following disruptions. Disruptions can involve management or cleanup of contaminated sites, can be negative (a severe storms), or can be positive (restoration). It is the task of environmental managers, governmental agencies, and the public to determine how to apply adaptive management, whereby new protocols rely on past performance and outcomes [94-96]. With the potential for both rapid changes and severe effects from environmental events, it is even more important to adopt adaptive management practices to ensure flexibility in the system.

**Salmon: Example of Multiple Monitoring Goals**

We suggest that not all environmental assessment questions

---

**Table 1:** Types of Environmental Monitoring with examples for different objectives (types adapted from references 18, 37, 59. In some cases the indicators are the same, in others they differ. NA = not applicable for ecosystems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monitoring</th>
<th>Ecosystem Health</th>
<th>Remediation/restoration</th>
<th>Human Health</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Hurricanes, typhoons, severe storms, flood, fires.</td>
<td>Hurricanes, typhoons, severe storms, flood, fires.</td>
<td>Hurricanes, typhoons, severe storms, floods, fires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Ecosystem integrity, biodiversity, population dynamics, food chain, energy, invasive species.</td>
<td>Biodiversity of Native species before/after remediation, time for species to return, new habitat vegetated, invasive species.</td>
<td>Density of people in different habitats, disease rates with rainfall. Food productivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco-toxicological</td>
<td>Pollution levels and effects in natural populations.</td>
<td>Pollution levels and effects before and after remediation, at 5 year intervals.</td>
<td>Levels of toxicants or biomarkers in human tissues (e.g. blood, urine, hair).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Health</td>
<td>Dune height that protects ecosystems.</td>
<td>Differences in dune height or stream bank height, before and after treatment.</td>
<td>Effects from specific toxic levels and diseases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Toxic chemicals in tissues and effects before and after remediation/restoration.</td>
<td>Toxic levels in different populations (by age, ethnic, gender), and levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social/economic</td>
<td>Cost of ecosystem maintenance</td>
<td>Cost of remediation/restoration to communities.</td>
<td>Fish/hunting rates, value of goods and services, cultural sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental justice</td>
<td>Differential maintenance of ecosystems by community type.</td>
<td>Improvement of health indices in vulnerable communities vs the majority population indices or health measures for individuals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>Time for disrupted system to return (productivity, species diversity)</td>
<td>Time for disrupted ecosystems to return (productivity, species diversity).</td>
<td>Time for disrupted human communities to return to base.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resiliency</td>
<td>Decrease in time to recovery</td>
<td>Decrease in time to recovered before and after.</td>
<td>Decrease in time for disrupted human communities to return to baseline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Maintenance of desired levels of goods and services documented at five year intervals.</td>
<td>Increases in value of goods and services after remediation/restoration</td>
<td>Maintenance of goods and services, reduced levels of contaminants and effects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
require all of the available monitoring tools. Rather, we suggest that stakeholders, governmental agencies, regulators, and other interested and affected parties select which monitoring tools best address their concerns or problems. We illustrate the applicability of the different types of monitoring using salmon, where the species doesn’t matter until the specific objectives are determined.

We use salmon (specifically Chinook salmon *Oncorhynchus tshawytscha*) as an example to illustrate the kinds of monitoring and indicators that can be used to assess salmon health, ecosystem health, and aspects of human health and well-being (including culture). The endpoints and metrics discussed in Table 2 are meant as examples, and other biologists, public policy makers, tribal members and others will no doubt think of additional metrics, as has the States of Oregon and Washington [??]. Further, different people will value the different monitoring tools and metrics differently. This is a positive thing as it leads to discussions, discourse, and stronger management decisions.

After selecting monitoring type, endpoints need to be selected. In this example, salmon is the indicator. Endpoints relate to one or more aspects of the life cycle or the population dynamics. Salmon have a complex life cycle (Figure 2). Adults’ breeds in rivers or streams and lay eggs in nests called “redds”. Eggs hatch; fry remain in the nest consuming remaining yolk, then swim up out of the gravel into the water column, and begin to feed. The fish grow into juveniles (called “parr”) which migrate downriver, by passing the dams. Eventually the fish reach the ocean where they feed and grow for several years until they reach maturity. The mature adults enter their original or “natal” river system, migrate upriver, through fish “ladders” past dams, until they reach suitable spawning areas. There they build nests, lay and fertilize eggs, and then die [18,36,52]. End points or metrics can include: 1) number of adult fish passing upriver through a given fish ladder at a dam, per unit time (day, month, season), 2) number of spawning adult salmon/river mile or per time period, 3) number of nests (redds) per river mile, 4) date of first spawning, 5) viability of the fry, 6) weight or condition of spawning adults. Many of the endpoints (shown with dotted lines) on Figure 2 are ecological, either for individuals or populations, but can also be used to assess ecosystem structure and functioning (e.g. relative to the role of salmon in the ecosystem).

Some of these endpoints can also be used for societal, economic and cultural values. For example: 1) the number of spawning salmon or number of nests/area of river can be used to determine fishing limits for both recreational and commercial harvest, as well as the treaty rights take of Native American Tribes, 2) the average length or weight of salmon can be used to determine condition and size limits for take, and 3) the number of salmon visible or counted can...
Species Health (e.g. salmon) and Ecosystem Health

Indicators for salmon health and watershed health

Types of Environmental Monitoring for salmon. In some cases the indicators are the same, in others they differ. NA = not applicable for ecosystems.

Remediation/ restoration

Rates of diseases in population.

Contaminant levels in salmon and organisms that eat

Populations of salmon are able to maintain stable levels,

Cases of parasitic or toxic disease from consuming salmon; Cases of nutritional deficiencies.

Human Health and well-being

Individual salmon are healthy and uncontaminated,

because they recognize specific fish stocks and the lack of information

be used by Native Tribes to assess whether the salmon stocks have recovered sufficiently to meet their subsistence, cultural, medicinal, and religious needs [97].

The issue of salmon populations, and those of other anadromous fish, has been examined by researchers and the States of Oregon [98] and Washington [99]. In both cases, the primary attention has been focused on the fish themselves (Table 2), while the addition of social and economic indicators is largely agreed upon (e.g. fish takes and salmon allocations, landings, [98]). Both State plans are important because they recognize specific fish stocks and the lack of information that is consistent across species, indicators, and stream systems. The State Plans provide excellent indicators and integration of stakeholders in the process of indicator development to assess salmon and watershed health, while the present paper suggests the need for indigation of the social and economic indicators by the same bodies and documents.

Conclusions and Summary

We provide an overview of a number of monitoring tools, using salmon as an example and added recovery and resiliency to the

Table 2: Types of Environmental Monitoring for salmon. In some cases the indicators are the same, in others they differ. NA = not applicable for ecosystems. Amplification of the data for indicators can be found reference [36], and for some of the metrics currently used by the State of Oregon [77] and Washington [77]. In some cases, the same indicators or endpoints can be used for all four objectives (examples below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Monitoring</th>
<th>Species Health (e.g. salmon) and Ecosystem Health</th>
<th>Remediation/ restoration</th>
<th>Human Health and well-being*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Dissolved oxygen, water depth, sand pebble size; percentage of each type; ability to provide sufficient nesting places</td>
<td>Physical characteristics are better after than before.</td>
<td>Optimal physical characteristics better for human goods and services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Individual and population rates for reproductive success, predation, competition, productivity; populations sizes sufficient to sustain salmon role in ecosystem structure and function</td>
<td>Improvements in rates for reproductive success, predation, competition, overall productivity, populations sizes</td>
<td>Rates of reproductive success, predation, competition, overall productivity, populations sizes sufficient to sustain human cultural systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco-toxicological</td>
<td>Contaminant levels in salmon and organisms that eat them are high or cause adverse effects</td>
<td>Contaminant levels and effects lower after than before management actions</td>
<td>Contaminant levels and effects low enough to sustain health ecosystems to provide &quot;safe&quot; goods and services to communities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Health</td>
<td>Cases of parasitic or toxic disease from consuming salmon; Cases of nutritional deficiencies.</td>
<td>Are exposures to people less after than before action?</td>
<td>Levels sufficiently low in salmon to ensure food safety, and meet recreational and commercial needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health</td>
<td>Rates of diseases in population.</td>
<td>Are exposures of human populations less after than before management action?</td>
<td>Are human population s duly exposed to contaminants or lack of cultural values and activities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and economic</td>
<td>Money derived from fishing, recreation, commerce associated with salmon within its ecosystem (e.g. Columbia River).</td>
<td>Are the economic and social benefits higher after than before remediation (using previous endpoints)?</td>
<td>Are monies and social, economic, aesthetics derived from salmon within its ecosystem sufficient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental justice</td>
<td>Individual salmon are healthy and uncontaminated, numerous*</td>
<td>Can be demonstrated that the metrics for healthy salmon populations are similar in majority and vulnerable population areas</td>
<td>Population levels and health of salmon are equivalent in majority and vulnerable population areas, including in subsistence regions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery</td>
<td>Length of time for salmon populations to return to a healthy size, weight, contaminant load, and population numbers.</td>
<td>Time for salmon populations to reach a healthy size, weight and number lower after any disruption is less following the management actions</td>
<td>Reduction in the length of time required for salmon populations to return to a healthy size, weight, condition, contaminant loads and population numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resiliency</td>
<td>Reduction in individual and population effects (e.g. growth rate) due to stressors</td>
<td>Time to reach a healthy state is less following a range of stressors.</td>
<td>Salmon populations continue to provide goods and services to humans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>Populations of salmon are able to maintain stable levels, given physical, climatologically and human stressors.</td>
<td>Populations of salmon are better able to maintain stable populations after management action than before</td>
<td>Populations of salmon are able to remain stable, healthy, of similar size, and be caught with similar effort in future generations, and they can provide similar cultural, religious, economic and other benefits to humans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>Anadromous fish abundance, distribution and life history, Index of Biotic Integrity, Water quality index, aquatic habitat</td>
<td>Frequency of meeting in stream water rights</td>
<td>Changes in land use cover; others being developed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>Indicators for salmon health and watershed health (Abundance, productivity, habitat conditions).</td>
<td>Funding levels for specific stocks. Data collection and management for habitat projects, adopt high level indicators for recovery</td>
<td>Monitoring of efficacy of measures, increased accountability of funding ;Include federal, tribal, regional and local organizations to coordinate and standardize metrics,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes cultural and other societal aspects of human well-being.

Vulnerable populations are those of low income, minority, Native American or other underrepresented groups.
monitoring toolbox. We suggest that the monitoring types described not only span traditional monitoring types (e.g., species, populations, abnormalities), but include more recent ones dealing with global change (socio/economic, sustainability). Further, we added recovery and resiliency because with increasing frequency and amplitude of stressors such as severe storms, flooding, and drought (see references in introduction), it is useful to track which measures best describe the ability of ecological and human communities to recover quickly, and be less vulnerable to these stressors (vulnerability). The development of these two monitoring types will take active engagement on the part of the public as well as a wide range of scientists, policy makers, resource managers, and regulators [93]. While consensus may not occur quickly, it is none the less essential to begin to dialogue now [100]. By assessing recovery and resiliency with metrics that are clear and definable and can be communicated effectively. Standardized ecotoxicologic paradigms exist, for example, invertebrate and fish toxicity assays [101]. Implementation, evaluation and standardization of more complex assessments will require time and resources. Communities can begin to understand how the ecological and human communities interact to protect one another, and to identify management measures that decrease recovery time, decrease vulnerability, increase resiliency, and increase sustainability of both ecological and human communities and well-being.
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